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SITUATION UPDATE 

 The influx of refugees continues, although the flow is slower than during the dry season, it is expected 
to have a significant increase as soon as November.  The current number of refugees residing in South 
Sudan is over 200,000. 

 Significant flooding over the course of the month of August has led to many displaced, increasing the 
number of Internally Displaced Persons (IDPs) to 164,331.  The flooding in Jonglei State is of grave 
concern, having caused a reported 17,000 new displacements in the areas of Bor South, Ayod, Pochalla, 
and Nyirol Counties. 

Security 

 Criminality remains high throughout South Sudan.  The disarmament campaign in Jonglei is on-going 
and tensions are high in the area, specifically Likongole.  Border tensions remain high and clashes 
within the Republic of Sudan continue. 

Infrastructure 

 Most of the roads in Eastern Equatoria, Jonglei, Unity, Warrap, Northern Bahr el Ghazal, Western Bahr 
el Ghazal, and Upper Nile States remain closed due to the rainy season. All major road access into Yida, 
Unity Stat, has been closed.  Additionally, a section of the road from Juba-Rumbek has been cut off 
between Yirol and Aluak luak and the road from Rumbek to Bentiu is also cut off. The alternate routing 
via Juba-Mundri-Mvolo is also impassable due to trucks stuck on the road.  

 UNOPS is continuing to work to retain access to Maban, Upper Nile State, as well as the critical airstrip 
in Yida, Unity State. Due to the poor road infrastructure leading to Yida refugee camp, it is inaccessible 
expect via air transport. Due to poor airstrip conditions, equipment and engineers from UNOPS were 
rapidly deployed to begin repairs.  

LOGISTICS COORDINATION 

 The fortnightly Logistics Cluster meetings in Juba were held; one in Bor, Jonglei State, was held for field 
coordination.  The Roving Logistics Officer provided input to the weekly Yida Logistics Coordination 
meeting and collected information regarding flight plans from partners to ensure the critical airstrip 
remains uncongested.  

 The Logistics Cluster continued to provide input to the weekly refugee status meetings concerning 
Upper Nile and Unity State response.   

 An Air Operations Officer was deployed to Bentiu, Unity State and Wau, Western Bahr el Ghazal States 
to coordinate helicopter operations in the two flooded states.  

 One Logistics Officer was deployed to Bentiu to conduct warehouse training and maintenance on the 
Logistics Cluster common warehouse.  He also identified a possible site for additional storage as Bentiu 
is strategically placed in the refugee response in Unity State.  

Roving Logistics Officer in Yida camp 
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 The Consolidated Appeal Process (CAP) 2013 planning period has begun and the Logistics Cluster is 
coordinating with partners to identify project proposals and budget projections.  

 An internal Logistics Cluster Assessment is currently being conducted and organisations are requested 
to participate by completing an online survey.  The survey will allow the Logistics Cluster to adjust 
strategies for activities and responses moving forward as well as create a lessons learned database to 
ensure smooth delivery of services.  

 The Logistics Cluster is actively engaging with OCHA and UNMISS to streamline civil/military 
coordination.  

 To provide Logistics Cluster partners with additional information regarding UNHAS services and 
membership procedures, the UNHAS Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) are available at: 
http://www.logcluster.org/ops/ssd11a/UNHAS_SS_SOPs.  

TRANSPORT SECTOR 

The Logistics Cluster received a total of 120 Service Request Forms (SRFs) consisting of 850 mt (2409 m
3
) 

which is the equivalent of approximately 80 truckloads of cargo. A total of over 294 mt (656 m
3
) were 

delivered in South Sudan during the month of August 2012.  Significant flooding in August has led to 
increased displacement and further access constraints to respond to the over 200,000 refugees in South 
Sudan.  The Logistics Cluster has been responding rapidly to the increased demand by providing shipping, 
storage, and coordination throughout RoSS.  

Air Transport 

 During August, the Logistics Cluster quickly dispatched their two Mi8 MTV helicopters to respond to the 
needs of humanitarian organizations responding to crises in Unity, Upper Nile, Jonglei States, and 
Western Bahr el Ghazal.   

 The two helicopters made a total of 25 rotations and transported over 70 mt (186 m
3
) of emergency 

lifesaving supplies on behalf of 12 organisations. The cargo moved includes: WASH equipment (latrine 
slabs and soap), medical supplies, Non-Food Item (NFI) kits, emergency nutrition supplies, and road 
rehabilitation tools.  

 The Yida airstrip is in significant disrepair and requires 
immediate works to be conducted to remain open.  The 
Logistics Cluster helicopters air lifted road rehabilitation 
tools on behalf of UNOPS so that emergency repairs can 
begin.  UNOPS has engineers in Yida who are 
coordinating the repairs.  

 The two Logistics Cluster helicopters completed 51.10 
(127.75%) and 52.43 (131.08%) hours, respectively, of 
the budgeted 40 hours/helicopter/month.  Due to the 
increasing demand the current budget will not support 
continued air operations until the end of the year.  
Funding sources are being investigated.   

River Transport 

 The cargo transit site in Melut is now fully operational to increase capacity to respond to the refugee 
crisis in Upper Nile State.  The transit site has temporary storage while cargo awaits onward transport 
by the four Common Transport Sector (CTS) trucks based in Maban.  

 Continued delays with procuring a barge have resulted in a significant amount of large/heavy cargo 
consolidated on behalf of organisations.  A barge is expected to depart in early September for large 
cargo movements.  

 Boat movements have continued as normal.  13 organisations transported over 113 mt (137 m
3
) of fuel 

and NFIs via boat, from Juba to Melut for onward transport to the refugee camps in Maban County.   

 The Logistics Cluster has received reports from partners in Maban that the frequent occurrence of fuel 
boats into Maban has significantly decreased the fuel crisis in the camps.  

Ground Transport 

 Due to increased flooding in several areas across South Sudan, surface level transport has been 
significantly impacted.  However, the CTS truck fleet moved a total of 110 mt (332 m

3
) for 20 

organisations during the month of August.    

 The current CTS truck fleet consists of: four trucks in Maban County serving Melut-Palouch-Maban; one 

Aerial view of Yida Airstrip 

http://www.logcluster.org/ops/ssd11a/UNHAS_SS_SOPs
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truck in Malakal, one truck in Bentiu, three trucks in Juba, and one truck in Wau serving the Greater 
Bahr el Ghazal area.  

STORAGE 

 The Senior Logistics Assistant visited Bentiu, Unity State, to identify an additional site for one more 
common warehouse due to the increase in demand to respond to the refugee crisis in Unity State.  

 The monthly warehouse report has been distributed to organisations currently utilising the Logistics 
Cluster common warehouses across the country.  Some stock has been identified as cargo that has 
exceeded the three month limit for common storage. To ensure inter-agency use of common storage 
and availability of states, organisations exceeding the limit have been requested to remove their cargo 
or to provide the Logistics Cluster with information on their distribution plans.  

INFORMATION MANAGEMENT/GIS MAPPING  

 The weekly updated Access Constraints Map was updated weekly and distributed as well as posted on 
the website.  

 Following the GIS Officer and IM Officer’s visit to the Luri Bridge in Central Equatoria, an updated 
Assessment Report is available at: www.logcluster.org/ops/ssd11a/updated-luri-bridge-juba-mundri-
road-assessment-120822/view.    

 A map showing the Maban County airdrop zone is available at: 
http://www.logcluster.org/ops/ssd11a/South-sudan-WFP-food-air-drop-zone-120824.  

 Following discussions at local meetings and the Inter-Sector Working Group (ISWG), the updated list of 
emergency life-saving items and helicopter prioritisation is available at: 
http://www.logcluster.org/ops/ssd11a/air-ops-cargo-classification-July2012/view.  

 A piece was published on the Logistics Cluster Blog regarding the Logistics Cluster’s response to 
flooding in South Sudan: http://www.logcluster.org/promotions/flooding-in-south-
sudan/about/blog/flooding_in_south_sudan.  

 

 

Contacts:  
Website: http://www.logcluster.org/ops/ssd11a 

General Email: southsudan.logs@logcluster.org   

Cargo Bookings: southsudan.cargobooking@logcluster.org  
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